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“Das Lied aus dem Grab” eng. “The Song from the Grave” originates from the previous 

durational concept of mine entitled “The Song of a Soldier on Watch (WW3 Lili Marlene) 

started in 2011. as a durational living installation, being performed throughout European 

countries and Canada, currently in the form of one man opera. 

For this single screen HD video I have decided to visit the burial site of Marlene Dietrich at 

the III. Städtischer Friedhof Stubenrauchstraße cemetery in Berlin, Germany. I am seating 

next to the simple gravestone miraculously illuminated by the sun, surreally still, wearing 

black suit and full makeup, staring at Marlene´s gravesite, singing Lili Marlene song a 

cappella. 

This is not the song sang directly to Marlene Dietrich but rather to the personification of a 

soldier lying dead in the tomb, longing eternally for his love to come back, over and over 

again. 

This is what Lili Marlene song is all about. 

… 

Das Lied aus dem Grab (The Song from the Grave) 

Single channel HD video, 05'23'' 

Filmed at Marlene Dietrich`s burial site, III. Städtischer Friedhof Stubenrauchstraße,  

Berlin, Germany 

Assisted by Helen Schröder  

Edited by Branko Miliskovic  

19 September 2017

Das Lied aus dem Grab      

Video still by Helen Schröder



[G]RAND MASTER is 7 hours long performance by Branko Miliskovic. This concept was 

specially designated for Cuypers-kiosk pavilion (1880) in Roermond, The Netherlands. 

Cuypers, an extraordinary person, was experimenting with historical styles in particular with 

Gothic. He restored many churches, such as the Munsterkerk, but also designed Central 

Station and Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam. 

Branko Miliskovic, like Cuypers, is inspired by the notion of ‘’Gesamtkunstwerk’’ where all art 

disciplines are united as a whole. Miliskovic also studied architecture and (through the 

studies of sculpture) he became a performance artist. 

The performance by Branko Miliskovic is not a historical description of Cuypers life but rather 

an internal monologue of an artist himself. The performance is dominated by intense body 

presence and an expressive symbolical narrative.  

Performance by Branko Miliskovic 

Duration: 7 hours 

Performed at Munsterplein (Cuypers Kiosk), Roermond, The Netherlands 

Curated by Laura Adams 

Special thanks to Edwin Becker from Van Gogh Museum, Amsterdam  

Supported by Gemeente Roermond  

Performed on 28th of May 2017, 15-22h  

Photographs by Evert Bongers  

Filming by Marcel Hermans  

www.kunstopstraat.eu  

…

[G]RAND MASTER     

Photography by Eef Bongers 

http://www.kunstopstraat.eu


Photography by Eef Bongers 



[G]RAND MASTER - Performance Drawing / 70x45cm / pencil (graphite and ink) on print / May 2017  / Single piece available



The performances of Branko Milisković know no boundaries—he is an ‘intruder’ par 

excellence. Throughout his oeuvre, in works such as Lili Marlene, Interloper, Couvre-feu, 

APPOINTED, Ceçi n’est pas UN garçon a la Pipe, he uses costume, make-up, song and 

character to break up the experience of the everyday and to create a disorienting spectacle 

for the audience. In Cabaret of an Intruder he pushes the idea of a cabaret to the next level. 

Originally an informal form of theatre, performed in a pub or restaurant, with unconventional 

content, however in Milisković’s show, the artist breaks the fourth wall and forces his 

audience into often uncomfortable situations, singing directly to them, beckoning for them 

to approach him and crowd around him, imploring them to come closer than most audiences 

ever would. For Milisković, the Intruder is someone who infiltrates a particular group of 

people with the aim of understanding and even ‘colonising’ them. In his words, the Intruder’s 

aim is “to adapt, assimilate as well as to become a member of certain group but somehow, 

sooner or later, an intruder is unable to make it all the way through, becoming very 

suspicious as an element that doesn’t belong to the group, clearly interfering.” In this 

performance, the Intruder doesn’t fit in from the beginning, appearing before the audience 

in gender-ambiguous stage make-up and quirky, albeit masculine clothing—a bow tie and 

suspenders. He invades the viewers’ personal space, singing old-timey melancholic tunes 

such as Irving Berlin’s 1923 ballad “What’ll I do,” while staring directly into the eyes of one of 

the audience members. The performance starts with the artist reading Edgar Allen Poe’s 

classic poem, The Raven, which he uses as the “ultimate symbol of the Intruder, knocking on 

the door, bringing all possible fears, demons and anxiety to the storyteller.” As the Intruder, 

it gradually becomes clear that Milisković will make no attempt to adapt, but rather will 

continue to play on the fears and insecurities of the audience, not only putting them in 

awkward positions, but invoking their anxieties by providing them with a range of situations 

and experiences. But what is the purpose of this Intruder in our lives? If it is through the 

‘Other’ that the self is defined, then Milisković provides the perfect mirror to reflect all of our 

deepest and most hidden emotions. There is nowhere in the theatre to hide from this 

trespasser. In confronting him, we are forced to confront all of our demons. In exchange, the 

Intruder learns everything about us, and perhaps in this way he can ultimately fit in. 

Text by Amy Bryzgel 

Performed on January 14, 2017 at CIRCA art actuel, Montreal, Canada 

Special thanks to Amelie Jerome and Emilie Granjon  

CABARET of an INTRUDER     

Photography by Jonathan Miron Roy 



Photography by Jonathan Miron Roy 



Photography by Laura Adams (2017) Video still by Branko MIliskovic (2014) 

SELF PORTRAIT WITH BABY



APPOINTED 

to name or assign to a position, an office, responsibility etc. 

While on an artist in residence program in Geneva, Branko Milisković’s main goal was 

to try to enter the United Nations quarter while following his basic concept, that of 

being an intruder (a foreign body). Milisković made several attempts to obtain legal 

permission to get access to the UN’s Ariana Park as well as to the main building 

complex in order to have a photographic session. However, after negotiating for more 

than two months with several UN bureaucrats responsible for accreditation, 

Milisković's inquiries were turned down due to his inability to provide the required 

documents. In order to react to and strongly criticize the UN’s policy of separating 

themselves with armed security guards and a steel fence from the civilians, working as 

a secret society and simultaneously retaining the position of global peacekeepers, 

Branko Milisković decided to inagurate a new fictive Secretary-General of the United 

Nations, working and existing in its own dimension with an unlimited mandate. In his 2 

hour-performance APPOINTED, Branko Milisković delivers the eight inaugural 

speeches written for the eight UN Secretary Generals since 1949. 

”APPOINTED”  

Performed on November 20, 2016, duration: 2h30min in the frame of EXTRAVAGANT 

BODIES (CRIME AND PUNISHMENT) festival, Belgrade Youth Centre, Serbia  

Supported by KONTEJNER, Zagreb / KIOSK, Belgrade / Dom omladine, Beograd 

Performed on 22nd June 2016, duration: 2h @ADC grand studio,of Theatre du Grütli, 

Genève, Switzerland 

Filmed by Chen Hangfeng, edited by Branko Miliskovic 

Supported by Embassy of Foreign Artists, Adc Saison Danse, Foundation MALI PRINC. 

APPOINTED     

Photography by Katarina Markovic



Photography by Hangfeng Chen

22nd June 2016, duration: 2h @ADC grand studio,of Theatre du Grütli, Genève, Switzerland 



Photography by Katarina MarkovicEXTRAVAGANT BODIES (CRIME AND PUNISHMENT), Youth Centre of Belgrade, Serbia. November 2016



Photography by Sean MacLeod 

Geneva, June 2016



Branko Miliskovic was working on a novel performance, inspired by 

Arnold Schönberg’s famous opera Erwartung and concept of perpetual 

anticipations. Involved here is a variation on the suffering of thousands 

of families during and after the World Wars, awaiting the return of their 

loved ones from the front. The origins of this performance lie, moreover, 

in a work created earlier by the artist, titled The Song of a Soldier on 

Watch, and inspired by one of the most popular German songs of recent 

decades, as well as one of the most controversial, Lili Marlene, regarded 

as one of the first songs encouraging fraternization between enemy 

soldiers. 

The Song of a Soldier on Watch (WW3 Lili Marlene)  

One Man Opera (1st reflex)  

Duration: 35 min 

Workspace Brussels at Kaaitheater living.  

Dramaturge by Jasper Delbecke 

February 12, 2016 

Brussels, Belgium 

Photo and video by Eve Bonneau 

THE SONG OF A SOLDIER ON WATCH (WW3 LILI MARLENE)  
One Man Opera 

Photography by Eve Bonneau



Video stills by Eve Bonneau



Photography by Blazej Marczak

THE DAY OF DEFIANCE 
Aberdeen, Scotland, UK      



THE ABSOLUTE / THE SPEECH     

In Linklater Rooms venue of The University of Aberdeen, illuminated 
by daily light, a wooden lectern is situated in the centre. The image 
may be reminiscent of David Cameron or Margaret Thatcher 
addressing to the crowds. The speech is intense, hypnotic, convincing 
... The voice resonates with the same strength as a major public 
speeches. The public is a fictitious nation.  

Branko Miliskovic was performing his performance ‘’The Speech’’ on 
the 30th of October 2015, in front of a live audience in Aberdeen, 
Scotland. It was the UK premiere of his work, part of THE ABSOLUTE 
specially commissioned for the conference about Performance Art 
organized by Amy Bryzgel at the University of Aberdeen as well as 
TIPA (This is Performance Art) festival curated by Nikki Millican at 
Peacock visual arts centre in Aberdeen. The first image entitled ‘’The 
Speech’’ was showing the body of Miliskovic as a ruler who is 
announcing the greatest offensive of the battle which will never 
happen.  

*** 

Performance by : Branko Miliskovic 

Duration : 45 min 

Performed on the 30th October 2015 

Conference "Performance Art East, Northeast, West" organized by Amy 

Bryzgel 

Linklater Rooms, The University of Aberdeen 

Aberdeen, Scotland - UK 

http://www.abdn.ac.uk/news/8344/   

Photography by Blazej Marczak

http://www.abdn.ac.uk/news/8344/


Photography by Blazej Marczak



In Berlin, Branko Milisković proposes a novel performance, inspired by 
Arnold Schönberg’s famous opera Erwartung. Involved here is a 
variation on the suffering of thousands of families during and after the 
World Wars, awaiting the return of their loved ones from the front. The 
origins of this performance lie, moreover, in a work created earlier by 
the artist, titled The Song of a Soldier on Watch, and inspired by one of 
the most popular German songs of recent decades, as well as one of 
the most controversial, Lili Marlene, regarded as one of the first songs 
encouraging fraternization between enemy soldiers. 
… 
Das von Hans Leip geschriebene Liebeslied Lili Marlene (1915) und 
Arnold Schönbergs atonale Sopran-Oper Erwartung (1909) dienen als 
Ausgangspunkt für Branko Miliskovic’ Ein-Mann-Oper. In Miliskovic’ 
Adaptation wird die Frage aufgeworfen, wie ein Lied als 
Verbindungsglied zwischen Soldaten gleich welcher Nationalität oder 
Sprache feindliche Grenzen überschreitet. In der Performance The 
Song of a Soldier on Watch (WW3 Lili Marlene) verkörpert der 
serbische Künstler gleichzeitig Lili Marlene und den Soldat/
Schriftsteller. Auf diese Weise dekonstruiert er die Gender-Rollen in 
einem Kriegsszenario. Die zwitterartig anmutende Doppel-Figur ist 
mehr Hybrid als singulärer Körper: die WW3-Version von Lili Marlene. 

Concept & performance by Branko Milisković 

Performed on the 14th of September 2015 , duration: 50 min 

MontagModus @CHB, Collegium Hungaricum 

Berlin, Germany 

THE SONG OF A SOLDIER ON WATCH ( WW3 LILI MARLENE )  
One Man Opera 

Photography by Hannes Jung



Photography by Hannes Jung



SELF ≤≥ DUAL Photo work with Marta Jovanovic, G12 HUB, Belgrade,  July 2015. Photography by Tina Maric



PICASSO’S BOY WITH A PIPE  

Now in Belgrade, now and never more  

“It takes a very long time to become young”  

– Pablo Picasso 

Performance “This is not a Boy with a Pipe”, basically came as an inspiration from early Picasso’s 

rose period painting “A Boy with a Pipe” painted in 1905. The oil on canvas painting depicts a 

Parisian boy holding a pipe in his left hand and wearing a garland or wreath of flowers. On May 5, 

2004 the painting was sold for US$104 M at Sotheby’s in New York City. Sotheby’s did not name 

the buyer though sources say that it was Guido Barilla, owner of Barilla Group. At the time, it 

broke the record for the amount paid for an auctioned painting. In this performance (tableau 

vivant) an artist ‘’borrows‘’ ‘a Boy with a Pipe’ and exhibits, allowing the audience to be able to 

see the art piece that has been literary stolen and hidden for private pleasure/business of some 

Italian magnate. In order to make the contra line he took a philosophical context of another 

famous painting by Rene Magritte which was entitled ‘ This is not a Pipe’. So fusing those two 

paintings / concepts he wanted to ask the question ‘Is this a Boy with a Pipe?’ This 3 hour-long 

living installation was firstly commissioned in 2012 for TROUBLE #8 performance festival at Les 

Halles theatre in Brussels. It was a part of the curatorial concept by Antoine Pickels entitled “The 

Great Gallery of Living Sculptures.” At G12 HUB, after his very first solo exhibition entitled 

ATTENTION ! HERE I AM (2014) and his one man opera THE SONG OF A SOLDIER ON WATCH 

(WW3 LILI MARLENE) at La Comedie de Reims (2015), Branko Miliskovic gave a Serbian premiere 

of this performance which lasted for more then 2 uninterrupted hours in a slow motion, giving an 

opportunity to Belgrade’s public to see it, here and now, here and never more.  

Author and performer: Branko Milisković 

Time: 7 p.m.- 9 p.m., Sunday, 31st of May 2015 

duration: 2 hours 30 min  

Production: ArtElle and G12HUB  

Belgrade, Serbia  

www.elle.rs 

www.g12hub.com   

THIS IS(NOT) A BOY WITH A PIPE / OVO (NI)JE DEČAK SA LULOM  

Co-productions ArtElle & G12HUB  

Photography by Tina Maric

http://www.elle.rs
http://www.g12hub.com


Photographs by Tina Maric

Photo by AdriaMedia



In Reims, Branko Milisković proposes a novel performance, inspired by Arnold Schönberg’s famous 

opera Erwartung. Involved here is a variation on the suffering of thousands of families during and 

after the First World War, awaiting the return of their loved ones from the front. The origins of this 

performance lie, moreover, in a work created earlier by the artist, titled The Song of a Soldier on 

Watch, and inspired by one of the most popular German songs of recent decades, as well as one 

of the most controversial, Lili Marlene, regarded as one of the first songs encouraging 

fraternization between enemy soldiers. 

… 

With The Song of a Soldier on Watch, the Serbian artist Branko Milisković mystified and enchanted 

the audience of Reims Scènes d’Europe in a performance about the wait and suffering of families 

during and after WWI, a war which is at the heart of the current edition of the festival with for 

example the shows of Luk Perceval or Bob Wilson. Accustomed to hours-long performances, 

Branko Milisković offers in Reims a more traditional format of 62 minutes. In the overcrowded 

Studio of La Comédie where the last arrived spectators could not enter, the Serbian performer 

awaits his audience, standing like a White Lady, half-hidden at the back of the stage. This time, he 

chose to incarnate a widow. With his blood red lipstick, smoky eyes and ultra thin eyebrows, he 

reminds us Marlene Dietrich, the one who made Lili Marleen go down in history. Between a couple 

of songs, she waits for a soldier that will never come back. The slightly shifted clock runs, trains go 

by, one last letter reaches her. And he sings, Lili Marleen. He is both the soldier who is about to 

die of asphyxiation, and his lover who is mourning him in the stunning final of the opera Erwartung 

by Schönberg. If the succession of scenes tends to dilute the strength of the statement, there is no 

doubt that the supernatural performer Branko Milisković owns the power to embody his characters 

and create images that will remain etched in the memory of his audience, like the surreal scene 

where he stands and sings while smoke is invading the stage and the whole room.  

Fanny Amblard 

Concept & performance by Branko Milisković 

Performed on the 08th of February 2015 , duration: 62 min 

Reims Scenes d’Europe @ La Comédie de Reims 

Production: Frac Champagne-Ardenne  

Reims, France  

www.scenesdeurope.eu  

THE SONG OF A SOLDIER ON WATCH ( WW3 LILI MARLENE )  
One Man Opera 

Photography by Martin Argyroglo

http://www.scenesdeurope.eu


Photography by Martin Argyroglo
Photo by Clement Chevelt



In the piece “The Song of Soldier on Watch (WW3 Lili Marlene)” he seems to incarnate 

both, the figure of the mythical heroine from the song as well as the figure of the soldier 

who wrote it. In 1915 Hans Leip, a German poet and playwright called to join the army 

and fight on Eastern front during World War I, wrote lyrics for the song than entitled 

“The Girl Under the Lantern” which later on, especially during the World War II, became 

extremely popular by the name Lili Marlene. During the Nazi occupation of Yugoslavia in 

1941, Radio Belgrade became Soldatensender Belgrad and broadcasted programs to 

entertain the German armed forces. This song was played frequently and was also very 

popular on both sides of the front line. “Lili Marlene’’ was presumably one of the first 

songs of which one thought it could lead to an individual and collective resistance of the 

soldiers on the front. 

Part of a text written by Dobrila Denegri for an exhibition Theatre of Life, CSW/CoCA, 

Torun, Poland 2012. p. 89 

Concept & performance by Branko Milisković 

Performed on the 02nd of December 2014 , 19:00 – 21:00 / Duration: 2 hours 

Song: “Lili Marlene”(Lili Marleen), written by Hans Leip (1915), set to the music by 

Norbert Schultze (1938), firstly recorded by Lale Andersen (1938) 

Instrumental composed by Anton Karas. 

Thanks to Radio Belgrade for rare audio materials. 

Thanks to G12 HUB for the entire production. 

www.g12hub.com  

THE SONG OF A SOLDIER ON WATCH ( WW3 LILI MARLENE )  
in the frame of a solo exhibition  ATTENTION ! HERE I AM  

Photography by Tina Maric

http://www.g12hub.com/


Photography by Tina Maric



In this scene, Helen Schröder and Branko Miliskovic, representing two distinctive 
bodies of fictional persona HERR MILISKOVIC, are approaching each other with a 
bottle of champaign and two glasses, opening a bottle, purring champaign into 
champaign glasses and very gently asking each other a question Have You 
committed Genocide !? They are repeating the same question over and over 
again, getting faster and faster, producing a very bizarre ‘’singing dialogue’’, 
which by an intensive repetition and serialism at certain point, can become a 
surreal mantra. This repetitive dialogue is getting louder as time progresses, 
eventually reaching a culmination half an hour later. For Branko Miliskovic, this 
performance is one of the most significant performances in his carrier, since the 
simplicity of an image and yet hardcore work are getting together, questioning 
this incredibly notorious question for both nations, German and Serbs, 
problematizing the absurdity of an individual as well a collective responsibility 
and guilt. 

Performance by Branko Milisković 

with Helen Schröder and Branko Milisković 

Original scene from theatre production HERR MILISKOVIC ( Life of an Intruder ) 

coproduced by Kampnagel, Hamburg 

Saturday 29th November 2014 , at 20:00 

Duration / 30 minutes 

G12 HUB, Belgrade, Serbia 

Original costumes by Jules Hepp 

Original stage design and props by Swen Erik Scheuerling 

Adapted for G12 HUB by Branko Milisković 

www.g12hub.com 

    HAVE YOU COMMITTED GENOCIDE !?  
     in the framework of a solo exhibition ATTENTION ! HERE I AM 

Video still by Senja Vild

http://www.g12hub.com


Photography by Senja Vild



    CABARET of an INTRUDER  
       in the framework of a group exhibition CELEBRITY CAFE #1 

CABARET of an INTRUDER has emerged out of several previous works of mine such as THE 

SONG OF A SOLDIER ON WATCH ( WW3 LILI MARLENE ) and HERR MILISKOVIC ( Leben 

eines Eindringlings ) / Life of an Intruder / in which I have been working on a new characters, 

mainly being driven by personal and inherited history, using my body and personality as a 

medium, transforming it and tediously building up every single parameter. The main premise 

of these pieces certainly is a notion of an Intruder.  According to my interpretation, an 

Intruder is an individual system, going from place to place, strategically chosen, intending to 

position itself and through it´s own possibilities, connections and facilities trying to find out 

what exactly is going on within certain group, what is the visible part of the iceberg as well as 

what is under the water, and to find out how to colonize the territory. The main difference 

between an Intruder and Spy is that an Intruder is not an agent engaged by some third party 

in order to collect and report precious informations. An Intruder is usually intending to adapt, 

assimilate as well as to become a member of certain group but somehow, sooner or later, an 

intruder is unable to make it all the way through, becoming very suspicious as an element 

which doesn’t belong to the group, clearly interfering. An Intruder is very transparent and 

unable to pretend  if something goes against his wills or plans.  

Performed on the 26 June 2014 at Metropolis Gallery, Paris / France 

Duration: 40 min  

Special thanks to Jacques Donguy and Sarah Cassenti  

Photography by Gabriel Otero  

www.galeriemetropolis.com  

Photography by Gabriel Otero

http://www.galeriemetropolis.com


Photography by Gabriel Otero



    HERR MILISKOVIC  
       LEBEN EINES EINDRINGLINGS 

Branko Miliskovic, Belgrade born visual and performance artist based in Hamburg-Germany had a 

premiere of his new production entitled HERR MILISKOVIC (Life of an Intruder) at Kampnagel theater 

in Hamburg. This piece symbolizes two entities of his own body, asking personal as well as notorious 

social questions. While observing political connotations of The Body, Miliskovic is intending that, by 

dividing his own-self  in two entities, achieve some other forms of hybridity, establishing a bizarre 

fusion between man and women, animal and machine. In this production, Miliskovic collaborates with 

german performer and theater director Helen Schröder who represents one side of Miliskovic, while 

author himself represents his own irrational, androgenic, queer, promiscuous  and socially intolerable 

body. HERR MILISKOVIC is ageless, genderless with unspecified socio-political declaration, living 

somewhere in-between, somewhere on the way, but basically levitating. Performance HERR 

MILISKOVIC contains elements of contemporary choreography, dans, hardcore performance, cabaret 

and opera. Main premise is particular relation, co-operation as well as conflicts between two different 

entities of Branko Miliskovic, constant socio-political argues and finally the question “Who has 

committed Genocide ?” Visually and structurally HERR MILISKOVIC is not historical documentary 

theater piece nor pamphlet theater but rather more a surreal nightmare of dreamlike collages using 

symbols and associations often without any logical order. Situations in this piece are intertwining each 

other, often dislocated occasionally reappearing, mainly following a philosophy of David Lynch by 

whom many every day situations are often senseless and irrational and therefore very justified. Vocal 

parts in HERR MILISKOVIC are very protruding. Singing or speaking out certain phrases  goes 

repetitively, very often in full voice up to several minutes in length without break, causing a hypnotic 

effect of mantra. As Kampnagel has stated in it’s program, in his gracefully controversial performances  

Miliskovic captures the audience with combination of his ´´specific charm´´ and ´´disarming pressence´´ ( 

Mannheimer Morgen , July 2013 )  

Concept and Performance : Branko Miliskovic 

Performers: Helen Schröder , Branko Miliskovic  

Stage: Swen - Erik Scheuerling  

Light : Branko Miliskovic , Swen Erik-Scheuerling  

Costume : Jules Hepp  

Sound : Roman Keller  

Vocal coach: Uschi Krosch 

Kampnagel, K1 / Premiere: 16 January 2014 , 20h  

Further shows  : 17 &18 January 2014, 20h / Duration: 65 min  

Supported by  : Kulturbehörde Hamburg and Hamburgische Kulturstiftung 

Photography by Anja Winterhalter



Photography by Anja Winterhalter



    ENDLING  
       

An endling is an individual animal that is the last of its species or 

subspecies. Once the endling dies, the species becomes extinct. 

 

In this living installation I was lying on the rocky path , slithering backwards 

in an extreme Slow-Motion, eventually leaving trace behind me. For this 

particular piece , I was also inspired by a phenomenon called ‘’ Sailing 

Rocks ‘’ characteristic for the Death Valley, Eastern California, where rocks 

move and inscribe long tracks along a smooth valley floor without human or 

animal intervention.  

 

ENDLING basically would be a site specific living installation related to the 

concept of Extinctive Species. Cynically enough, I shall consider myself as 

the last individual ´´animal´´of my species which is about to extinct. 

 

Performance by Branko Miliskovic 

Living installation, duration : 2 hours 

Performance Platform Lublin 

Gallery Labyrinth , Lublin , Poland  

Curated by Paulina Kempisty  

October 26 , 2013 

Photography by Diana Kołczewska , Eve Bonneau, Tales Frey  

Video still by Artur Dowgird



Photography by Diana Kołczewska 



    COUVRE-FEU 
    Marseille 

       

In the performance Curfew he would like to find out the possibilities of setting 

up one of the most particular administrative methods of public control : Curfew, 

taking also into account something called «Civil Disobedience» as a possible 

reaction. 

Couvre-feu, titre éponyme de son axe de recherche marseillais explore la 

désobéissance civile. Il associe sa chair à d’autres formes de corps – corps 

social, militaire ou politique – en s’appuyant sur les dimensions du temps et de 

l’espace et invite le spectateur à se frayer son propre chemin. 

Performance by Branko Miliskovic 

Performed on the 21st of September 2013  

Duration : 60 min  

Preavis de Desordre Urbain @ Friche la Belle de Mai  

Curated by Christine Bouvier  

Photographs by Aurélie Guinot Alcaraz 

Video by Jean-marc Rabier  

Thanks to the technical and organizational team of RedPlexus and La Friche  

Marseille / France *2013  

www.redplexus.org 

www.lafriche.org 

www.radiogrenouille.com  

Photography by Aurélie Guinot Alcaraz

http://www.redplexus.org
http://www.lafriche.org
http://www.radiogrenouille.com


Photography by Aurélie Guinot Alcaraz



    COUVRE-FEU - AUSGANGSSPERRE  
    Hamburg 

       

In times of curfew, certain rules come into force. The audience plays the main role 

here. Methods of crowd control and mass influence are in store, as well as the 

chance for some civil disobedience! 

Couvre-feu (eng. Curfew), in the political sense of that word, is a military order 

specifying a time after which certain regulations apply. This piece would be a fusion 

of live performance and political theatre in which the artist intended to engage the 

entire public to play the main role in this experimentally constructed social platform. 

The artist was ready to setup the methods for controlling and conditioning the 

masses, as well as to remain aware of possible civil disobedience at any time. 

Der Performance-Allrounder Branko Miliskovic erzeugt mit Ausgangssperre in 

gewohnter Strenge ein Setting, zu dem der Zuschauer sich verhalten muss. Was als 

gemeinschaftlicher Akt beginnt, entpuppt sich schnell als Grenzerfahrung für jeden 

Einzelnen: Stehen Sie rechts oder links von der Linie? 

AUSGANGSSPERRE   

Hamburger Theaternacht #10  

Kampnagel , Hamburg  

7 September 2013 

Duration : 2 x 30 min  

Video and photo by Swen – Erik Scheuerling 

www.kampnagel.de 

Photography by Swen – Erik Scheuerling

http://www.kampnagel.de


Photography by Swen – Erik Scheuerling



     COUVRE-FEU 
    (premiere)  
    Brussels 

       

In times of curfew, certain rules come into force. The audience plays the main 

role here. Methods of crowd control and mass influence are in store, as well as 

the chance for some civil disobedience! 

Couvre-feu (eng. Curfew), in the political sense of that word, is a military order 

specifying a time after which certain regulations apply. This piece would be a 

fusion of live performance and political theatre in which the artist intended to 

engage the entire public to play the main role in this experimentally 

constructed social platform. The artist was ready to setup the methods for 

controlling and conditioning the masses, as well as to remain aware of possible 

civil disobedience at any time. 

COUVRE-FEU  

TROUBLE #9  

Duration : 1 hour  

Curated by Antoine Pickels  

Camera by Christopher Hewitt 

Photo by Hichem Dahes  

performed on the 25th of April 2013 

Grande Halle / Halles de Schaerbeek  

Brussels / Belgium 

Thanks to Kampnagel , Hamburg and Les Halles , Brussels. 

Special thanks to the entire audience without whom this performance would 

not be possible.   

www.halles.be 

Photography by Hichem Dahes

http://www.halles.be
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Video stills by Christopher Hewitt



CECI N’EST PAS UN GARÇON A LA PIPE 
THIS IS NOT A BOY WITH A PIPE 

       

Performance/living installation "Ceci n’est pas un Garcon a la Pipe" (in English, "This is 

not a Boy with a Pipe"), basically came as an inspiration from early Picasso’s rose period 

painting "A Boy with a Pipe," triggering my imagination for more then 5 years."Garçon à 

la Pipe” (“Boy with a Pipe”) was painted in 1905 when Picasso was 24 years old, during 

his Rose Period.  The oil on canvas painting depicts a Parisian boy holding a pipe in his 

left hand and wearing a garland or wreath of flowers. On May 5, 2004 the painting was 

sold for US$104 M at Sotheby's in New York City. Sotheby’s did not name the buyer 

though sources say that it was Guido Barilla, owner of Barilla Group. At the time, it broke 

the record for the amount paid for an auctioned painting.My idea was to find the way to 

bring ‘a Boy with a Pipe’ back to the context of ‘museum’ allowing the audience to be 

able to see the art piece that has been literary stolen and hidden for private pleasure/

business of some Italian magnate. In order to make the contra line I took a philosophical 

context of another famous painting by Rene Magritte which was entitled ‘ This is not a 

Pipe’. So fusing those two paintings / concepts I wanted to ask the question ‘Is this finally 

a Boy with a Pipe?’This 3 hour-long living installation was commissioned for TROUBLE #8 

performance festival at Les Halles theater. It was a part of the curatorial concept by 

Antoine Pickels entitled "The Great Gallery of Living Sculptures," including seven other 

living installations/ performances happening at the same time in the Grand Hall of Les 

Halles. During the performance I remained on a big cube/podium painted in neutral gray, 

wearing dark blue short pants, tight Sailor’s shirt, white socks and white gloves. I wore 

white theater powder and very simple makeup. During the 3 hours period I was smoking 

a pipe, sitting, lying and standing on the oversized cube occasionally grabbing my 

genitals. 

”Ceci n’est pas un Garcon a la pipe”  

Duration : 3 hours  

Les Halles , Brussels / BE  

June 2 , 2012  

Photos by Nicolaos Zafiriou , Fanny Amblard 

Curated by Antoine Pickels 

www.halles.be  

Photography by Nicolaos Zafiriou

http://halles.be
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INTERLOPER        

Eindringling [GER] , Inntrengeren [NO] , Uljez [RS] 

A person who  becomes involved in a place or situation where they are not wanted 

or are considered not to belong.  

Interloper is a sort of guerrilla performance made up for photography which took 

place in Trondheim / Norway during the Norway’s National Day ( Norge 

Nasjonaldag ) on the 17th of May. The work itself came as a continuation of my 

journey within the concept of nationality and possibility of integration under any 

circumstances. 

May 17th 2011 , Norway’s National Day  

Live- guerrilla performance made for photography  

Duration : 30 minutes   

three different locations 

Trondheim / Norway  

www.lkv.no 

Thanks to  Willow Mitchell 

Photo by  : Dag- Arve Forbergskog 

Photography by Dag- Arve Forbergskog 

http://www.lkv.no


THE ABSOLUTE      

Day 1: The Speech 

The area is bounded by a black walls, illuminated by dramatic lighting, a 

wooden platform is situated in the centre. The image may be reminiscent of 

Lenin addressing to the crowds. The speech is intense, hypnotic, convincing 

... The voice resonates with the same strength as a major public speeches. 

The public is a fictitious nation.  

Day 2: The Day of Defiance 

The performer, surrounded by four red flags, is ready for a battle that will 

never happen. It starts with pledge to the flag, following by intensive 

salutations, hopes and debacles . The final hour, at last, is the beginning of 

the battle ... 

Branko Miliskovic was performing his new long duration live performance 

on the 29th and the 30th of April 2011, in the Les Halles de Schaerbeek 

theatre in Brussels, Belgium. It was a premiere of his new work, entitled  

ASSOLUTO/ THE ABSOLUTE specially commissioned for TROUBLE #7 

festival of live art. This performance was performed in two large images. 

The first image entitled ‘’The Speech’’ was showing the body of Miliskovic 

as a ruler who is announcing the greatest offensive of the battle which will 

never happen. In the second image  entitled ‘’The Day of Defiance’’ , 

Miliskovic took the defensive body, surrounded by four big red flags, 

pledging , waving , saluting and waiting for the song of Sacred War, facing 

his debacles and eventual triumph. 

Performance by : Branko Miliskovic 

Duration : 2 days per 4 hours 

Premiere :  ( Friday) April 29, ( Saturday) April 30 / 2011 

Beginning : 18h  Ending : 22h 

Les Halles de Schaerbeek,  

Brussels ,Belgium 

www.halles.be  
Photography by Nemanja Ladjic Photography by Nicolaos Zafiriou

http://www.halles.be
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Branko Milisković [Бранко Милисковић] was born in 1982 in Belgrade/Serbia. Born in Former Yugoslavia  he was the last generation of 
Marshall Tito’s Pioneers. In 1989 Yugoslavia broke up and he has started his primary school passing through the period of isolation, embargo, 
inflation and devastation of his country. After having completed the secondary school for Architecture, Milisković studied Polytechnic High 
School (Industrial Design) 2001-2003 and Faculty of Fine Arts, class of Mrđan Bajić in Belgrade/Serbia 2003-2007. He has received the Dutch 
scholarship HSP Huygens in 2008 and continued his Bachelor at the Royal Academy of Arts in The Hague, The Netherlands and obtained his 
degree in 2009. Milisković has earned his Master degree from Hochschule für Bildende Künste, Hamburg, class of Jeanne Faust (2012). 
Communicating with the audience, both in a direct and tinged with mystification manner, the artist uses body and identity as the main media. 
Creating subsequent characters, he faces with their national background. Milisković sees his work as a system of designated and highly self 
controlled situations in progression through which he is passing , aiming to leave a permanent trace and bring his own standards. Branko 
Milisković is particularly devoted to a long term concepts, living installation, cabaret and mono opera, interested in ”individual and social 
choreography” as well as ´´the power of stillness and repetition´´. His work have been shown internationally such as at Reims Scenes d’Europe 
2015 at La Comedie de Reims, Galerie Metropolis, Paris, Gallery Ron Mandos, Amsterdam, CSW/CoCA, Torun, G12 HUB, Belgrade, solo 
productions at Kampnagel, Hamburg, Les Halles, Brussels 2011-2014, Zeitraumexit, Mannheim, Collegium Hungaricum Berlin, Biennial of Young 
Art, Moscow, Kaaistudios and Workspacebrussels, CIRCA art actuel, Montreal etc. 

Milisković currently resides in Belgrade, Serbia and works wide internationally. He was performing and exhibiting in Venice ,Turin, Alba (Italy), 
Hamburg, Berlin, Gießen, Baden-Baden (Germany), Brussels (Belgium), Paris, Marseille, Reims(France), Krems (Austria), Belgrade(Serbia), Tel 
Aviv (Israel), Moscow (Russia), Piotrkow Trybunalski,Torun Lublin (Poland), Turku, Helsinki (Finland), Trondheim (Norway), The Hague, 
Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Utrecht, Eindhoven, Haarlem, Arnhem, Den Bosch, Roermond (The Netherlands),  Winterthur, Geneva (Switzerland), 
Aberdeen (Scotland-UK), Montreal (Canada), New York , Chicago (USA).

Branko Miliskovic
E-mail : milisskovic@gmail.com
www.brankomiliskovic.wordpress.com Photography by Miljana Vukovic for ArtElle, Serbia 2015
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